Stainless Steel Clamping Solutions

Pull Action Latch Clamps

Destaco has expanded its product offering to include new models of pull-action latch toggle clamps, fabricated with corrosion, chemical and heat resistant stainless steel.

These new stainless steel models are suitable for many applications that demand a clamp that is more robust than traditional steel models. These new stainless steel toggle clamps are well-suited for outdoor use and food processing, as well as plating, finishing, chemical handling, pharmaceutical manufacturing and other high-temperature or harsh environments. They offer greater capabilities in a cost-effective package.

Product Highlights/Options

- Full stainless steel construction
- Corrosion and heat resistant
- Stainless steel hooks and latch plates
- 11 new models

Features, Markets and Applications

| PERFORMANCE | • Heat resisting non-magnetic stainless steel in the annealed state and slightly magnetic when cold worked. | • Stainless steel clamp and rivet design for withstanding corrosive or high temperature (>250° F) applications |
| INTERCHANGEABLE | • Standard mounting pattern for interchangeability with exist equipment | • Oil resistant vinyl or PVC handles can be removed for high temperature applications |
| SAFETY | • Clamp can be locked in open and closed position with optional Destaco® Toggle Lock Plus™ | • Ergonomic and Safe operation |

Dimensions and technical information are subject to change without notice.
Below are the new manual toggle clamps added to Destaco’s stainless steel product offering

Destaco® Toggle Lock Plus™
This is an optional locking release lever that helps ensure that the over-center locking condition is maintained. Adding this feature expands the range of applications Destaco clamps can be used.

- Optionally available for increased safety
- Locks clamp in closed, extended or latched position
- No accidental or unintentional opening

Dimensions and technical information are subject to change without notice.
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